
FROM
Name:
Address:

TO:
DEPARTMENT of JUSTICE:

MICHAEL E. HOROWITZ Inspector General, 
950 Pennsylvania Ave., NW

Washington, DC 20530  

Date:                                                  

Dear MICHAEL E. HOROWITZ Inspector General, 

Illegal access to private information and emails by Federal employee and Witness 
tampering in the case of R  obert Sylvester Kelly: Inmate number 09627-035 detained at FCI
Butner Medium I

It is a great honour for me to write to you regarding the case above: Robert Sylvester Kelly, 
Inmate number 09627-035. I know the United States of America strives to uphold the 
highest standards in Democracy and Justice.

First, I have immediate and grave concerns about Mr Kelly health and safety following 
documented medical negligence highlighted by his lawyer which required hospital stay from
21 to 27 March and I request that the authorities ensure he has access to medical care in an 
adequate hospital settings as he awaits for his  pending appeals.

Secondly, I have been greatly shocked after independently researching facts and 
information regarding Mr Kelly case, to learn about proven and acknowledged Illegal access 
to his private information and emails by a Federal employee 153 times and Witness 
tampering in Mr Kelly case, for which no investigation has been concluded or action taken to
address it and how it has affected his trial and 30 year sentencing.

An Affidavit has been signed by a Judge for a search warrant to search the Federal employee
computer, which I include for your information. The Federal employee is a Bureau of Prison 
(BOP) employee and also a Disciplinary Hearing Officer in the internal system. Not only the 
information were accessed illegally 153 times by this employee and at least 60 other 
employee, as per Affidavit and Search warrant, they were then shared with a Blogger named
TASHAK. 

The blogger TASHAK, then shared it on her YouTube blog to a worldwide audience and also 
admitted to Witness tampering and sharing all these information with Federal key stars 
witnesses for the New-York trial of Mr Kelly. Tashak has admitted on videos to being close to
the parents of key witnesses and she admitted to sharing all the private illegal information 
provided to her by a federal BOP Federal Disciplinary Hearing Officer with Federal witnesses.
And nothing has been done about it.



These information are beyond disturbing considering the life sentence of 30 years that has
resulted in Mr Kelly case.

-The federal employee who committed these crimes has been made to retire with no 
consequences.
-The blogger TashaK who was given these information and shared them illegally has had no 
consequences of their illegal action.
-The people who then swayed the federal witnesses had no consequences in their lives.

The only person who has suffered the consequences of this illegal activity is inmate 
number 09627-035, Robert Sylvester Kelly. 

Indeed, the federal witness named Jane Doe #5 at the New-York trial  has been shown the 
content of Mr Kelly conversation and quoted them to him verbatim. She has been angered 
by what she has learned and decided to turn on him and provided damning testimony 
resulting to 30 years sentencing of Mr Kelly

This is not justice, but a witness tampering and illegal activities. 

Therefore, if this is what happened to Robert Sylvester Kelly, a prominent and high profile 
African American Artist and international personality, what can the common man expect 
whilst detained without bail in the American Justice System?

I trust you will be looking into this matter and promptly and open a proper investigation. 

Because ALL these people are heard admitting, on videos on public platforms, that they had 
access to Federal witnesses in for both New-York and Illinois  trials.

We need the Department of Justice to look into this matter seriously and have the process
be transparent and divulged to the public, because this is the concern of every American.

I very much look forward to your reply and action in this matter.

Best Regards,

SIGNED:

NAME AND ADDRESS:



FROM
Name:
Address:

TO:
DEPARTMENT of JUSTICE:  Matt D. Loux Special Agent

950 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20530  

Date: 

Dear  Matt D. Loux Special Agent,

Illegal access to private information and emails by Federal employee and Witness 
tampering in the case of R  obert Sylvester Kelly: Inmate number 09627-035 detained at FCI
Butner Medium I

It is a great honour for me to write to you regarding the case above: Robert Sylvester Kelly, 
Inmate number 09627-035. I know the United States of America strives to uphold the 
highest standards in Democracy and Justice.

First, I have immediate and grave concerns about Mr Kelly health and safety following 
documented medical negligence highlighted by his lawyer which required hospital stay from
21 to 27 March and I request that the authorities ensure he has access to medical care in an 
adequate hospital settings as he awaits for his  pending appeals.

Secondly, I have been greatly shocked after independently researching facts and 
information regarding Mr Kelly case, to learn about proven and acknowledged Illegal access 
to his private information and emails by a Federal employee 153 times and Witness 
tampering in Mr Kelly case, for which no investigation has been concluded or action taken to
address it and how it has affected his trial and 30 year sentencing.

An Affidavit has been signed by a Judge for a search warrant to search the Federal employee
computer, which I include for your information. The Federal employee is a Bureau of Prison 
(BOP) employee and also a Disciplinary Hearing Officer in the internal system. Not only the 
information were accessed illegally 153 times by this employee and at least 60 other 
employee, as per Affidavit and Search warrant, they were then shared with a Blogger named
TASHAK. 

The blogger TASHAK, then shared it on her YouTube blog to a worldwide audience and also 
admitted to Witness tampering and sharing all these information with Federal key stars 
witnesses for the New-York trial of Mr Kelly. Tashak has admitted on videos to being close to
the parents of key witnesses and she admitted to sharing all the private illegal information 
provided to her by a federal BOP Federal Disciplinary Hearing Officer with Federal witnesses.
And nothing has been done about it.



These information are beyond disturbing considering the life sentence of 30 years that has
resulted in Mr Kelly case.

-The federal employee who committed these crimes has been made to retire with no 
consequences.
-The blogger TashaK who was given these information and shared them illegally has had no 
consequences of their illegal action.
-The people who then swayed the federal witnesses had no consequences in their lives.

The only person who has suffered the consequences of this illegal activity is inmate 
number 09627-035, Robert Sylvester Kelly. 

Indeed, the federal witness named Jane Doe #5 at the New-York trial  has been shown the 
content of Mr Kelly conversation and quoted them to him verbatim. She has been angered 
by what she has learned and decided to turn on him and provided damning testimony 
resulting to 30 years sentencing of Mr Kelly

This is not justice, but a witness tampering and illegal activities. 

Therefore, if this is what happened to Robert Sylvester Kelly, a prominent and high profile 
African American Artist and international personality, what can the common man expect 
whilst detained without bail in the American Justice System?

I trust you will be looking into this matter and promptly and open a proper investigation. 

Because ALL these people are heard admitting, on videos on public platforms, that they had 
access to Federal witnesses in for both New-York and Illinois  trials.

We need the Department of Justice to look into this matter seriously and have the process
be transparent and divulged to the public, because this is the concern of every American.

I very much look forward to your reply and action in this matter.

Best Regards,

SIGNED:

NAME AND ADDRESS:



FROM:
Name:
Address:

TO:
DEPARTMENT of JUSTICE: 

 William M. Blier deputy 
950 Pennsylvania Ave., NW

Washington, DC 20530  
Date: 

Dear William M. Blier deputy ,

Illegal access to private information and emails by Federal employee and Witness 
tampering in the case of R  obert Sylvester Kelly: Inmate number 09627-035 detained at FCI
Butner Medium I

It is a great honour for me to write to you regarding the case above: Robert Sylvester Kelly, 
Inmate number 09627-035. I know the United States of America strives to uphold the 
highest standards in Democracy and Justice.

First, I have immediate and grave concerns about Mr Kelly health and safety following 
documented medical negligence highlighted by his lawyer which required hospital stay from
21 to 27 March and I request that the authorities ensure he has access to medical care in an 
adequate hospital settings as he awaits for his  pending appeals.

Secondly, I have been greatly shocked after independently researching facts and 
information regarding Mr Kelly case, to learn about proven and acknowledged Illegal access 
to his private information and emails by a Federal employee 153 times and Witness 
tampering in Mr Kelly case, for which no investigation has been concluded or action taken to
address it and how it has affected his trial and 30 year sentencing.

An Affidavit has been signed by a Judge for a search warrant to search the Federal employee
computer, which I include for your information. The Federal employee is a Bureau of Prison 
(BOP) employee and also a Disciplinary Hearing Officer in the internal system. Not only the 
information were accessed illegally 153 times by this employee and at least 60 other 
employee, as per Affidavit and Search warrant, they were then shared with a Blogger named
TASHAK. 

The blogger TASHAK, then shared it on her YouTube blog to a worldwide audience and also 
admitted to Witness tampering and sharing all these information with Federal key stars 
witnesses for the New-York trial of Mr Kelly. Tashak has admitted on videos to being close to
the parents of key witnesses and she admitted to sharing all the private illegal information 
provided to her by a federal BOP Federal Disciplinary Hearing Officer with Federal witnesses.
And nothing has been done about it.



These information are beyond disturbing considering the life sentence of 30 years that has
resulted in Mr Kelly case.

-The federal employee who committed these crimes has been made to retire with no 
consequences.
-The blogger TashaK who was given these information and shared them illegally has had no 
consequences of their illegal action.
-The people who then swayed the federal witnesses had no consequences in their lives.

The only person who has suffered the consequences of this illegal activity is inmate 
number 09627-035, Robert Sylvester Kelly. 

Indeed, the federal witness named Jane Doe #5 at the New-York trial  has been shown the 
content of Mr Kelly conversation and quoted them to him verbatim. She has been angered 
by what she has learned and decided to turn on him and provided damning testimony 
resulting to 30 years sentencing of Mr Kelly

This is not justice, but a witness tampering and illegal activities. 

Therefore, if this is what happened to Robert Sylvester Kelly, a prominent and high profile 
African American Artist and international personality, what can the common man expect 
whilst detained without bail in the American Justice System?

I trust you will be looking into this matter and promptly and open a proper investigation. 

Because ALL these people are heard admitting, on videos on public platforms, that they had 
access to Federal witnesses in for both New-York and Illinois  trials.

We need the Department of Justice to look into this matter seriously and have the process
be transparent and divulged to the public, because this is the concern of every American.

I very much look forward to your reply and action in this matter.

Best Regards,

SIGNED:

NAME AND ADDRESS:



FROM:
Name:
Address:

TO:
Acting officer for JOHN R. LAUSCH, Jr.

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
Northern District of Illinois,

Eastern Division
219 S. Dearborn St., 5th Floor

Chicago, IL. 60604
Date:

Dear Acting officer for JOHN R. LAUSCH, Jr. UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE,

Illegal access to private information and emails by Federal employee and Witness 
tampering in the case of R  obert Sylvester Kelly: Inmate number 09627-035 detained at FCI
Butner Medium I

It is a great honour for me to write to you regarding the case above: Robert Sylvester Kelly, 
Inmate number 09627-035. I know the United States of America strives to uphold the 
highest standards in Democracy and Justice.

First, I have immediate and grave concerns about Mr Kelly health and safety following 
documented medical negligence highlighted by his lawyer which required hospital stay from
21 to 27 March and I request that the authorities ensure he has access to medical care in an 
adequate hospital settings as he awaits for his  pending appeals.

Secondly, I have been greatly shocked after independently researching facts and 
information regarding Mr Kelly case, to learn about proven and acknowledged Illegal access 
to his private information and emails by a Federal employee 153 times and Witness 
tampering in Mr Kelly case, for which no investigation has been concluded or action taken to
address it and how it has affected his trial and 30 year sentencing.

An Affidavit has been signed by a Judge for a search warrant to search the Federal employee
computer, which I include for your information. The Federal employee is a Bureau of Prison 
(BOP) employee and also a Disciplinary Hearing Officer in the internal system. Not only the 
information were accessed illegally 153 times by this employee and at least 60 other 
employee, as per Affidavit and Search warrant, they were then shared with a Blogger named
TASHAK. 

The blogger TASHAK, then shared it on her YouTube blog to a worldwide audience and also 
admitted to Witness tampering and sharing all these information with Federal key stars 
witnesses for the New-York trial of Mr Kelly. Tashak has admitted on videos to being close to
the parents of key witnesses and she admitted to sharing all the private illegal information 
provided to her by a federal BOP Federal Disciplinary Hearing Officer with Federal witnesses.
And nothing has been done about it.



These information are beyond disturbing considering the life sentence of 30 years that has
resulted in Mr Kelly case.

-The federal employee who committed these crimes has been made to retire with no 
consequences.
-The blogger TashaK who was given these information and shared them illegally has had no 
consequences of their illegal action.
-The people who then swayed the federal witnesses had no consequences in their lives.

The only person who has suffered the consequences of this illegal activity is inmate 
number 09627-035, Robert Sylvester Kelly. 

Indeed, the federal witness named Jane Doe #5 at the New-York trial  has been shown the 
content of Mr Kelly conversation and quoted them to him verbatim. She has been angered 
by what she has learned and decided to turn on him and provided damning testimony 
resulting to 30 years sentencing of Mr Kelly

This is not justice, but a witness tampering and illegal activities. 

Therefore, if this is what happened to Robert Sylvester Kelly, a prominent and high profile 
African American Artist and international personality, what can the common man expect 
whilst detained without bail in the American Justice System?

I trust you will be looking into this matter and promptly and open a proper investigation. 

Because ALL these people are heard admitting, on videos on public platforms, that they had 
access to Federal witnesses in for both New-York and Illinois  trials.

We need the Department of Justice to look into this matter seriously and have the process
be transparent and divulged to the public, because this is the concern of every American.

I very much look forward to your reply and action in this matter.

Best Regards,

SIGNED:

NAME AND ADDRESS:



FROM
Name:
Address:

TO:
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS

INTERNAL AFFAIRS 
Colette S. Peters - Director,  

William W. Lothrop Deputy Director, 
James Wills, General Counsel

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS
INTERNAL AFFAIRS Dept. (202) 307-3198

320 FIRST St., NW
Washington, DC 20534

Date:

Dear  Colette S. Peters - Director,  William W. Lothrop Deputy Director, 
James Wills, General Counsel of  FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS,

Illegal access to private information and emails by Federal employee and Witness 
tampering in the case of R  obert Sylvester Kelly: Inmate number 09627-035 detained at FCI
Butner Medium I

It is a great honour for me to write to you regarding the case above: Robert Sylvester Kelly, 
Inmate number 09627-035. I know the United States of America strives to uphold the 
highest standards in Democracy and Justice.

First, I have immediate and grave concerns about Mr Kelly health and safety following 
documented medical negligence highlighted by his lawyer which required hospital stay from
21 to 27 March and I request that the authorities ensure he has access to medical care in an 
adequate hospital settings as he awaits for his  pending appeals.

Secondly, I have been greatly shocked after independently researching facts and 
information regarding Mr Kelly case, to learn about proven and acknowledged Illegal access 
to his private information and emails by a Federal employee 153 times and Witness 
tampering in Mr Kelly case, for which no investigation has been concluded or action taken to
address it and how it has affected his trial and 30 year sentencing.

An Affidavit has been signed by a Judge for a search warrant to search the Federal employee
computer, which I include for your information. The Federal employee is a Bureau of Prison 
(BOP) employee and also a Disciplinary Hearing Officer in the internal system. Not only the 
information were accessed illegally 153 times by this employee and at least 60 other 
employee, as per Affidavit and Search warrant, they were then shared with a Blogger named
TASHAK. 



The blogger TASHAK, then shared it on her YouTube blog to a worldwide audience and also 
admitted to Witness tampering and sharing all these information with Federal key stars 
witnesses for the New-York trial of Mr Kelly. Tashak has admitted on videos to being close to
the parents of key witnesses and she admitted to sharing all the private illegal information 
provided to her by a federal BOP Federal Disciplinary Hearing Officer with Federal witnesses.
And nothing has been done about it.

These information are beyond disturbing considering the life sentence of 30 years that has
resulted in Mr Kelly case.

-The federal employee who committed these crimes has been made to retire with no 
consequences.
-The blogger TashaK who was given these information and shared them illegally has had no 
consequences of their illegal action.
-The people who then swayed the federal witnesses had no consequences in their lives.

The only person who has suffered the consequences of this illegal activity is inmate 
number 09627-035, Robert Sylvester Kelly. 

Indeed, the federal witness named Jane Doe #5 at the New-York trial  has been shown the 
content of Mr Kelly conversation and quoted them to him verbatim. She has been angered 
by what she has learned and decided to turn on him and provided damning testimony 
resulting to 30 years sentencing of Mr Kelly

This is not justice, but a witness tampering and illegal activities. 

Therefore, if this is what happened to Robert Sylvester Kelly, a prominent and high profile 
African American Artist and international personality, what can the common man expect 
whilst detained without bail in the American Justice System?

I trust you will be looking into this matter and promptly and open a proper investigation. 

Because ALL these people are heard admitting, on videos on public platforms, that they had 
access to Federal witnesses in for both New-York and Illinois  trials.

We need the Department of Justice to look into this matter seriously and have the process
be transparent and divulged to the public, because this is the concern of every American.

I very much look forward to your reply and action in this matter.

Best Regards,

SIGNED:

NAME AND ADDRESS:






















